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About Michaela Guzy
A n I n s p i r i n g E n t r e p r e n e u r : Michaela Guzy (pronounced Ma-k-la Guh-zi)
Hi, I’m Michaela Guzy. I’m a self-made, award winning filmmaker, travel + human connection expert and a seasoned TV personality. I’m not an influencer
that fell from the sky. Eight years ago, I left my corporate job (VP/Global Travel + Strategic Development for American Express Publishing) to create a
content company that focuses on solving for the global cultural shifts to digital (online, social, video) and to create meaningful content, because no else
had a solution I believed in. My company, OhThePeopleYouMeet’s editorial focus is on p e o p l e , p l a c e s + p u r p o s e s . Our three exclusive series which
I create + curate are:
" M i c h a e l a ' s M a p "our award winning series which has appeared on outlets like American Airlines in-flight and Arianna Huffington's Thrive
Global. Stay tuned for our big Season 1 launch in early 2021. My intention in creating this show was to flip the storytelling narrative on it’s head,
highlighting our inspiring local hosts and empowering them to tell their own story while I take the role as the trusted curator instead of the
“host” because the locals are truly the experts in their hometown + the people you would meet when visiting a destination. W a t c h o u r
"Michaela's Map" show REEL: https://vimeo.com/382545434
" I n s p i r a t i o n S t a t i o n ": is a new show that we launched in response to COVID and our "new normal". In those early dark days of the pandemic
we asked ourselves what were our gifts that we could give back to our global community right now? We already had our online storytelling
platforms, all we needed was to connect our global audience to the inspiring people that we knew from all corners of the planet. So in March
2020, we created a new IGTV show (free + accessible to all) called: InspirationStation. As of the 100th episode, the series has over 4million+
views on IGTV. We had to throw out our perfectionism + highly edited pieces and get on-board with people WFH (think screaming kids, dogs and
pajamas), minimal editing and producing content quickly. In other words to be relevant right now, we had to be nimble, we had to be real, fast +
deliver what our audience turned to us for, inspiration.
" S l e e p i n g A r o u n d ( A g a i n ) S a f e l y ) : Since September 9, 2020, I have been traveling across the USA + documenting my experiences of the
country reopening to tourism in a video postcard series: "Sleeping Around Again, Safely" on Instagram. The producer of a national morning show
in the USA, recently told me that they had a “hesitation to promote travel right now.” I heard the producer out, and almost doubted myself
because while our industry has taken a massive hit, that’s not actually been my experience. So I spoke up as an expert who had real world,
recent + relevant experience. My philosophy with all the content we create is to teach people how to safely (and sustainably) do so and help
navigate to which companies are doing it right in order to hopefully minimize negative impact.
S t o r y t e l l i n g f o r N e w M e d i a E x p e r t : Since 2012, the OTPYM movement has grown to over 110+ global contributors. I hired to teach storytelling by
government organizations like the Ministry of Tourism of Sierra Leone, International Luxury Travel Market to NYU where I am an Adjunct Professor at
The School of Professional Studies, my course is called, "Travel Storytelling: Creating Video Content." I also regularly appear on morning news shows
across the country to discuss sustainable and immersive travel experiences around the world.
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A T r u s t e d A u t h o r i t y o n T r a v e l : Michaela speaks about Sustainable, Transformative + Immersive Travel at industry conferences, such as at the
New York Times Travel Show, World Travel Market, TBEX North America, ESTO U.S Travel Association, United Nation’s Global Festival of Action,
International Luxury Travel Market, Africa Travel Association, Adventure Travel Trade Association and Social Media Week. Up next: on December 8, 2020
I will be giving a keynote presentation, called: "What Do You Do, When There Isn't a Map?" for Tahiti Tourisme - here is a s n e a k p e e k t o m y t r e n d s
video: https://vimeo.com/ohthepeopleyoumeet/review/482137439/27e13393cc#
In addition to keynote presentations, I curate conversations on topics ranging from new media, storytelling, human connection, social impact, female
entrepreneurship and The Millennial Mindset for WeWork, Soho House's IMPACT Series and has guest taught at NYU's Tisch School of Hospitality.
Michaela is an advocate for The Blue Movement—connecting people to our oceans, Human Rights and Wildlife Conservation and an advocate against
Human Trafficking and Wildlife Poaching. In November 2016, Michaela was selected by WeWork as one of their 40 most promising members in NYC to
participate in Goldman Sachs & Babson's 10,000 Small Businesses. Her film on Sierra Leone featuring Dr. Jane Goodall was a featured finalist at both
The Wildlife Conservation Film Festival in NYC + World Travel Market's, Under the African Sky for "Most Compelling Sustainable Story."
I contribute to and have been featured in many media outlets from BRAVO, Yahoo, Forbes, National Geographic Traveler, Thrive Global, The Daily Meal,
Travel SavvyTV, TripSavvy (formerly About.com), Barclay's Bank Travel, MOD Media’s Highways, Virtuoso Life, Recommend, CTV/AP World News and
Conde Nast Traveller. My "Michaela’s Map": Australia series has been featured on American Airlines in-flight entertainment. Michaela consults with
Fortune 500 companies, including Chase, Jaguar, Preferred Hotel Group and The Robb Report. T o w a t c h s o m e o f m y r e c e n t b r o a d c a s t
appearances, check out my Wikipedia profile or keynotes, check out: https://ohthepeopleyoumeet.com/who-is-michaela-guzy/ +
watch my talent reel: https://vimeo.com/352765422
I am proud to be the first advisor to Travel+Social Good, consult The Disability Empowerment Project of Sierra Leone, the Corporate Vice Chair of the
Junior Committee for The New York Center for Children, serving on the Host Committee for together1heart.
Pack a bag (and a mask) + journey on with me: @MichaelaGuzy
Select Keynotes
"What Do You Do, When There Isn't A Map?"
Meet Michaela Guzy, who is here today to share her personal journey from corporate executive to an award winning filmmaker, travel + human
connection expert and a seasoned TV personality. Most of the waters this trailblazer has navigated in creating her content company,
OhThePeopleYouMeet focusing on People, Places + Purposes have been in unchartered territory, which leaves room for perceived failures to
become innovative solutions to move industries forward. Michaela is going to share real life examples about her positive pivots + remaining
relevant over the past eight years, signs of the travel industry's recovery, evolving trends (there are a lot, and evolving quickly) + branding yourself
as an expert resource for travelers to turn to NOW. Michaela will also share her tips and best practices on how to market (meaningfully) during
this time through storytelling.
Pack a bag (and a mask) + journey on with @MichaelaGuzy
"Using Film to Shift Public Policy"
What do Dr. Jane Goodall, the Honorable Minister of Tourism of Sierra Leone and myself have in common?
A desire to relaunch Sierra Leone’s tourism industry. And just how did we do it? A combination of wildlife, film, and a
forward-thinking policy agenda.
In February 2019, Dr Jane Goodall visited Sierra Leone, casting an international spotlight on the country’s Western
Chimpanzee, man’s closest relative. I had the honor to document Dr. Goodall’s three-day visit to Sierra Leone, which set
many positive wheels in motion. First the declaration of the Western Chimpanzee as the National (and now protected)
Animal of Sierra Leone, and second, the announcement that the country will adopt a more open stance to sustainable
tourism.
On September 5th, 2019, Sierra Leone announced more than 150 countries will receive Visa-on-Arrival, a landmark policy
change.
And I am excited to say that the film we created is a featured finalist in the Wildlife Conservation Film Festival in NYC
and World Travel Market's "Under The African Skies" Film Festivals.

"What's Your Sustainable Travel IQ?"
You've got to know, before you go. The sustainable travel topics we cover at OhThePeopleYouMeet (OTPYM) range from sustainably supporting
the communities in which you are visiting, the best eco-chic hotels, wildlife conservation and extremely hard hitting topics like human
trafficking.
As the founder of OTPYM and Sustainable Travel Expert, I’ve been committed to doing my research in advance of my trips and trying to make
the most sustainable and responsible decisions as it relates to my travel. Even I, a seasoned traveler operating within the travel and media
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industries, have made innocent mistakes along the way.
I'd like to share pitfalls that I've personally encountered as a well intentioned traveler. Look we all make mistakes, but it’s up to you, to do your
homework in advance and ask the right questions. Personal accountability is paramount. Just because it’s an NGO doesn’t mean that it’s a
sustainable operation. Think about it.
I know…it’s hard, cute kids and baby lions. I’ve fallen for it too and I’ve realized the impact that my decisions had on the very people, places and
animals I was intending to help. I hope you get a perfect score, but even more so, I hope you learn something and share with others so we can all
do our part in making the world a better place.
Departing Corporate America To Do Something That Moves You
Way back when before buzz words like video, social influencers, giving back, community and mindfulness were a “thing”, Michaela Guzy served
as the VP/Global Travel and Strategic Development at American Express Publishing.
BUT in 2012, uninspired by the lack of in depth content that inspired her to get out and explore and the fact that she couldn’t go back to a trusted
advertising partner one more time with an ad buy disguised as an integrated package, Michaela departed Corporate America. She founded
OhThePeopleYouMeet (OTPYM), an editorial content site for travelers, foodies and philanthropists seeking authentic local connection
everywhere they journey. Just days later, she boarded a flight headed to sub-saharan Africa by herself for three and a half months to document
and share stories of interesting people doing inspiring things.
With Michaela at the helm, OTPYM has grown into a collaborative collective of over 90 contributors across the globe, and even powers the
content for sites like SustainableTravel.About.com. She is the Executive Producer, Director, Lead Writer and On-Air Talent for two original
editorial video series, Michaela’s Map and OhThePeopleYouMeet (an extended interview series), which can also be found on other sites ranging
from Yahoo to The Daily Meal.
This fearless, self-made, female entrepreneur is a travel industry, publishing and new media expert with a social good agenda. In addition to
setting OTPYM’s editorial strategy she runs OTPYM’s production arm and is often asked to appear as an industry expert from a three part
talking head series for BravoTV’s Tour Group, curating conversations, moderating panels, conducting interactive workshops and giving inspiring
keynote presentations for awesome industry partners such as International Luxury Travel Market, WeWork and Soho House’s IMPACT series.
http://ohthepeopleyoumeet.com/who-is-michaela-guzy/
Transformative Travel in Africa
OhThePeopleYouMeet’s Founder, Michaela Guzy was asked to MC the Opening Forum for ILTM Africa and moderate the panel on
Transformative Travel. Watch to understand how responsible companies and suppliers are creating authentic sustainable transformative
African experiences for their travelers. Organizations like &Beyond, African Bush Camps, Uthando and The Amy Biehl Foundation are working
within their local communities to connect wildlife and community in order to preserve Africa for future generations.
Featuring Les Carlisle of &Beyond, Kevin Chaplin of The Amy Biehl Foundation, Trevor Fernandes of Wildlife Safari, James Fernie of Uthando,
Alison Gilmore of ILTM, Michaela Guzy of OTPYM, Anita Mendiratta of CACHET Consulting, and Beks Ndlovu of African Bush Camps.
http://ohthepeopleyoumeet.com/2015/07/iltm-africa-2015/
Storytelling that Resonates with the Millennial Mindset
No matter the platform we are communicating on, your storytelling must be authentic if you want to connect with consumers who share the
Millennial Mindset. This course will share tips and examples of great story telling through video that creates engagement with millennials. I’ll
share real life examples of how I’ve applied what I learned in Corporate America to start my own content company, OhThePeopleYouMeet
(OTPYM).
To come: My digital course on genConnect (May 2017)

The Great Rebranding of an Industry: The New Luxury Travel
From the Macro to the Micro
As it moves further into the new millennia, the luxury travel industry finds itself facing major changes. The days of every average Joe calling up
their travel advisor each time they need to book a flight have come and gone, with travelers becoming smarter, more demanding, and more
empowered. Vacationers have become adventurers. This does not mean the end of travel advisors as we know them, rather the start of their
new era. To stay relevant in this ever-changing industry, sometimes all it takes is a facelift and a new outlook.
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/kil6mv0xyikv648/AAC17fQfTsFTU9Kpgs3lyjira?dl=0&preview=ILTM+Bright+Young+Things+11-03-16.mp4
The Future of Transformative Travel: Immersive Experiences, Local Connection, Wellness, & Sustainability
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Did you know that there were nearly 1.2 billion international travelers in 2015, up from 674 million in 2000? The latest figure represents nearly
one out of seven people in the world and is expected to grow to 1.8 billion people by 2030.The United Nations has designated 2017 as the
International Year of Sustainable Tourism for Development.
"This rapid increase of tourists is exactly why sustainable tourism needs attention now, said Taleb Rifai, the secretary general of the World
Tourism Organization, the United Nations agency overseeing the initiative. “The impact of tourism on the world can be negative or positive, and
our goal is to see to it that the travel industry is a force for good,” he said."
Michaela explores the nexus of travelers seeking transformation through immersive experiences, local connection and wellness and the
traveler's responsibility to make sustainable decisions. She showcases forward thinking companies that are sustainably developing and
operating across the globe.
http://ohthepeopleyoumeet.com/2016/10/michaelas-map-responsible-traveler-cambodia/
Love is a Human Right
On October 18, 2016, together1heart, a registered 501(c)(3) nonprofit working to end human slavery in Southeast Asia, in collaboration with artist
Magda Love, hosted a gallery opening at The Beekman Gallery in New York City featuring artwork inspired by Magda’s recent trip to Cambodia.
Following the gala opening, OhThePeopleYouMeet’s Founder, Michaela Guzy moderated an empowering conversation on the topic of ending
human slavery. In addition to Magda, other panelists included, together1heart’s President, AnnaLynne McCord who shared her personal
experience with abuse and together1heart’s Founder with Somaly Mam. The discussion covered the work they’re doing to ensure that the
trafficking victims they are working with have a safe, loving environment to recover, learn and reintegrate into society with sustainable life skills.
In this clip, hear inspiring women share their personal experience with abuse and why together1heart’s dedication to combatting slavery in it’s
epicenter, Southeast Asia, is crucial to solving this global issue affecting 7 billion people.
Love is a Human Right Panelists include:
– AnnaLynne McCord, t1h President and Actress
– Somaly Mam, Survivor, Founder and Vice President, together1heart
– Magda Love, Visual Artist and Activist
– Jessica Summer Thompson, Chair, Junior Committee for New York Center for Children
– Samira Panah Bakhtair, Co-Founder, Bridge2act
This clip is one way the OTPYM production team memorialized the powerful event in an effort to bring awareness to a topic oppressing so many
across the globe. Ultimately we hope it inspires you to have compassion for those affected by slavery and to take action by helping victims
become empowered individuals through sustainable organizations. For more information on how you can help, check
out: http://www.together1heart.org/.
http://ohthepeopleyoumeet.com/2017/01/together1heart-love-human-right-panel-recap/
The Millennial Mindset
TRAVEL AS A LIFESTYLE, TRANSFORMATION & COMMUNITY
You don’t have to be broke and 22 to think like a millennial. Aided by companies such as AirBnB, the modern journey seekers embrace
experience-based trips and mindful living over classic tourist watering holes— they want to live and enjoy places “like a local”. The millennial
mindset is clear: awareness over belongings, adventure over knickknacks. And their purchase patterns back this mindset up. According to
Huffington Post, 72% of millennials choose to spend their money on experiences over material objects. Millennials prioritize a simpler, more
unique life, often described as “rich in experiences”. Some key elements seem to connect millennials when it comes to travel. Their
involvement-based lifestyle breaks down into individuality, freedom, genuine connection, and being of service. The millennial attraction to
authenticity extends beyond eating locally and getting a good tan: they seek personal and external transformation through voluntourism, cultural
sensitivity, and a deeper understanding of the world around them.
http://ohthepeopleyoumeet.com/2016/08/the-millennial-mindset-by-otpym/
Select Articles
The Millennial Mindset: TRAVEL AS A LIFESTYLE, TRANSFORMATION & COMMUNITY
You don’t have to be broke and 22 to think like a millennial. Aided by companies such as AirBnB, the modern journey seekers embrace
experience-based trips and mindful living over classic tourist watering holes— they want to live and enjoy places “like a local”. The millennial
mindset is clear: awareness over belongings, adventure over knickknacks. And their purchase patterns back this mindset up. Millennials
prioritize a simpler, more unique life, often described as “rich in experiences”.
2017 Travel Trends Forecast
Every year OTPYM attends key conferences across the globe to research and uncover the best of travel from new hotels, insider experiences,
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culinary journeys, cultural immersions, sustainable companies, epic adventures and of course authentic meet ups with locals. In early
December, I attended International Luxury Travel Market (ILTM), a invitation-only portfolio of luxury travel events, at their flagship event in
Cannes, France. Check out OTPYM’s predictions and most intriguing trends coming in HOT for 2017.
Travel Trends: What's HOT in Travel Right NOW
We take traveling seriously and to make sure we are always bringing you the best insider travel experiences both on and off the grid, so you
know before the cool kids. From festivals in deserts and jungles to sailing down rivers and into smaller ports of call, from cycling across rural
Cuba to motorcycles in South America, wellness in Vegas, and of course, apps to keep all your trip details at your fingertips, the OTPYM team
has it all sorted for you.
How to be a Responsible Traveler in Cambodia
Increasingly, travelers are looking to connect with the local communities which they are visiting. In destinations like Cambodia, the extreme
poverty and resulting hardships inspires many to want to help. It is up to you, the traveler, to take the responsibility to research and evaluate
credible NGO's and organizations that are sustainably supporting their local communities.
Cuba: What You Need to Know Now
Fidel Castro hit the pause button on economic development in the 1960’s, which actually ended up preserving many endangered traditions.
Infrastructure has certainly suffered, but historically significant sites -- from iconic hotels to entire colonial towns -- have survived and are now
undergoing restoration. While the United States severed diplomatic ties with Cuba in 1961, the time warp may soon be over with the joint
announcement from Cuban President Raul Castro and President Barack Obama to seek to restore diplomatic ties on December 17, 2014.
Sustainable Travel Defined
While I’ve been committed to doing my research in advance of my trips and trying to make the most sustainable and responsible decisions as it
relates to my travel, even I, a seasoned traveler operating within the travel and media industries, have made innocent mistakes along the way.
Transformative Travel in the Jungles of Panama
Luxury travel is experiencing an about face. It’s no longer just five star hotels, vintage wines and helicopters. The millennial generation may not
have the same deep pockets as their baby-boomer parents yet, but their growing social influence is impacting major trends in travel, specifically
transformative journeys. These 20 and 30 somethings, are entrepreneurs who straddle a fine line between hippie values and living off the grid,
with being urban trendsetters from major cities like New York, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Rhinos, Elephants & Lions, Oh My!
I've had the pleasure of traveling extensively across sub-Saharan Africa since 2012. I've always made a point to cover experiences, companies
and people who work to support their community and surroundings. I have been so moved by what I’ve witnessed in Africa, that I have covered
the topic of poaching elephants, rhino and now lions extensively.
Protecting the Coastline of the World's Largest Island: Australia
Australia has over 59,000 kilometers of pristine Coastline, 19 natural and cultural UNESCO World Heritage sites, abundant wildlife and adventure
activities.The land of Oz has many natural assets that attract visitors from across the globe, but sustaining these resources is critical for the
future of Australia.
The 30 Cheapest Places to Travel in 2017
Time to start packing your bags: 2017 is shaping up to be a banner year for budget travel. The dollar is enjoying historic highs — meaning your
money goes much further in many destinations around the globe — and according to an American Express Global Business Travel report,
airfares are expected to fall in 2017.
Exploring the Kingdom of Bhutan
With traditions that date back to before its birth as a nation, The Kingdom of Bhutan is a beautiful contrast between its cultural heritage, natural
wonder and the growing influence brought on by the country’s second largest industry, tourism. Since opening to western tourism in 1974,
Bhutan is only now experiencing a cultural tipping point, as the traditional countryside villages see their populations dwindle and cities like the
capital, Thimpu swell faster than they are designed to handle.
History in the Making: the Rebirth of a Sustainable Sierra Leone
For most, Dr. Jane Goodall needs no introduction, for those not familiar with her work she is a primatologist, anthropologist, philanthropist, a
U.N. Goodwill Ambassador and self-proclaimed activist most known for her work in protecting the critically endangered chimpanzee. In February
2019, I had the honor to travel to Sierra Leone on the West Coast...
"MIchaela's Map: Los Cabos, Mexico"
In this episode we explore how to travel to places, but also the people to know so you can authentically immerse yourself. Join me as we set out
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to discover the idyllic beaches, warm weather year-round, delicious local food, eco-chic hotels and epic adventure activities in Los Cabos,
Mexico. As you'll soon discover for yourself, there is no better place to immerse yourself than where the desert meets the sea. I've switched the
storytelling narrative from host to curator. Pack a bag & journey on with me, Michaela
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